
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
PUBLIC POLICY AGENDA



COLUMBUS EDUCATION PLAN - Utilize this community plan to serve as a 
blueprint for policy and budget decisions, prioritizing the following:

 Increase the number of children entering Kindergarten that are 
academically ready.

 BENCHMARK:  In school year 2013-2014, 89% of Columbus City 
School students were eligible for promotion (73.7% achieved 
the promotion score on the state reading test; 5.7% passed an 
alternative assessment and 9.3% were exempt from retention). 
Improving early literacy will ensure that more students are able      
to read on grade level before third grade.  

 100% of Columbus children should attend a school rated A or B.  

 BENCHMARK:  In school year 2013-2014, 10% of all students in 
Columbus City Schools attended one of nine schools rated A or 
B for Performance Index, which is a composite score of all Ohio 
Achievement Assessment results in all grade levels.

 A minimum of 93% of Columbus city school children graduate high 
school within four years.  

 BENCHMARK:  In 2013, 77% of Columbus City Schools seniors 
graduated within four years.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP FOR EDUCATION - FutureReady Columbus

 Support the creation of a collaborative community-wide entity that 
fully leverages available resources and aligns the public, private, and 
nonprofit sectors to ensure that we accelerate the rate of progress in 
Columbus public education so that all children are prepared for the 
future - both in school and life. 

CENTRAL OHIO COMPACT - Engage and support this regional strategy 
for college completion and its goals including: 

 Increase the rate of adults in Franklin County with at least a two year 
degree to 60% by 2025.

 BENCHMARK:  As of 2011, only 44% of Franklin County adults had 
at least a two-year degree which is below the national average.

COLUMBUS 2020’s WORKFORCE ANALYSIS - Apply the information and 
recommendations from the Site Selection Group’s workforce analysis 
including:

 Support vocational training.

 BENCHMARK:  Two year vocational-tech programs within the 
Columbus Region produced 6,108 graduates in 2012.

With a population growth rate of 1.2% annually and more than 138,000 

students in our 63 colleges and universities, Central Ohio has a formidable 

talent pool from which the highly diverse business community can draw. 

These assets need to be supported by a unified workforce plan that aligns 

businesses and schools to create a pipeline of skilled workers.

WORKFORCE SKILLS & EDUCATION

LOCAL GOVERNMENT VISION

The Columbus Chamber of Commerce 
creates a Public Policy Agenda to guide 
its advocacy role with local, state, and 
federal policymakers. 

This Vision will benchmark our 
government relations work as we 
advocate on behalf of central Ohio 
businesses at the local government level.

OUR MEMBERS: 

• 1,350 Chamber members representing 
  over 512,000 employees

• Second Stage, growth-minded companies

• In business three or more years

• 77% have fewer than 100 employees

WE ADVOCATE FOR:

A sustainable and productive business 
environment for the Central Ohio Region.

POLICY GOALS



The Columbus Chamber envisions central Ohio municipalities being 

“World Class” environments for businesses. As we compete with 

international cities for talent and trade, each jurisdiction should have 

an easy to navigate, responsive, and data driven process. All legislative 

actions should consider potential impacts to business.

COMPETITIVE CIVIC CLIMATE

Success requires investment.  Over the past five years, the 11-county region 

has gained 103,000 jobs, $6 billion in new capital investment and per-person 

income rose by 14 percent from 2010 to 2013. As our region grows faster than 

it ever has in the past, we need to ensure that our infrastructure keeps pace 

and our communities continue to be vibrant, attractive and affordable. 

INVESTMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE

POLICY GOALSPOLICY GOALS

ATTRACTIVE COMMUNITIES

 Invest in quality of life features to make our communities attractive 
including recreational amenities, parks, art, and the presence of 
historical and cultural meaning.  This includes first addressing the 
most pressing needs of communities such as blighted properties.

 BENCHMARK:  Since 2010, the central Ohio region added over 
60,000 people, 46% from migration (21% from other countries   
and 25% from other states).

 Investment in both traditional and non-traditional transportation 
including multi-modal options such as walkability, transit, multi-use 
trails, car-sharing and biking.  This investment must be coupled with 
a goal of ensuring that transit is easy to use and our communities are 
easy to navigate.

 BENCHMARK:  Residents of Central Ohio traveled about 12 billion 
miles per year in their automobiles in 2010. If this trend were to 
continue, this rises to an annual VMT of 15.9 billion miles in 2050.

 
COLUMBUS GLOBAL CONNECT - Utilize this trade and investment plan 
to assure that the Columbus Region has a central place in the world 
economy, with strong links to both established and emerging markets:

 Become one of the top 25 metropolitan areas in export value by 2020.  

 BENCHMARK:  As of 2014, the Columbus Region lagged the   
nation as a whole and many Midwest peer metro areas in various 
export and FDI measures, ranking 37th among U.S. metros for 
export value below its GDP rank of 31st.

insight2050 - Actively engage in this initiative which aims to help Central 
Ohio communities proactively plan for development and the expected 
increase of 500,000 people by 2050. 

 Planning should be driven by three primary factors: growth, 
demographics, and housing demand. Every community should update 
its planning tools to aim for focused growth and infill development.

 BENCHMARK:  One hundred fifty square miles of agricultural    
land in Central Ohio was urbanized from 2000-2010.

COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY - While 
a technical document that identifies regional priorities, aligning our 
decisions to this economic roadmap will enable the region to apply for 
U.S. Economic Development Administration grants.

 Focus resources behind the five regional priorities which include: 
Meeting the workforce challenge; Increasing global trade and 
investment; Develop competitive infrastructure; Generate high-growth 
opportunities; and Increase manufacturing competitiveness.

GOVERNMENT NAVIGATION

 Approvals, licenses, permits, plan submissions, scheduling of 
inspections, payment for services, and other important business 
services be readily accessible and online by 2020.

 BENCHMARK:  In 2014, 11% of permits could be completed online  
in the City of Columbus.

 Ensure local government contracting is open and accessible for all 
businesses.  

 BENCHMARK:  Increase the number of solicitations that receive 
two or more bids by 50% within two years. 

 Create specific guidelines that developers and area commissions/
neighborhood organizations utilize during the development process. 

 BENCHMARK:  100% of area commissions/neighborhood 
organizations adopt the development guidelines created by the 
City of Columbus and partners by 2020.

 Prioritize and evaluate internal efficiencies and cost-sharing initiatives, 
including sharing services and/or consolidation with partner 
municipalities. 

 BENCHMARK:  Ensure that at a minimum 50% of central Ohio 
Local Government Innovation Fund feasibility study grants   
convert into regional demonstration projects.



The Columbus Chamber of Commerce provides connections, resources and solutions 
to help your business thrive, which in turn drives the economy.  

As the primary business advocate for the Columbus Region, we work to build 
partnerships with our members and elected officials to ensure that business needs 
are a top consideration when policy decisions are made.
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